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ON THE PARAMETRIC TRANSVERSE VIBRATIONS OF 
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SUMMARY, In this text the method of substructures [2J is applied for establishing the vibration 

equation of beam under the action of moving body. Later an algorithm is built to solve the vibration 

equation received. From this algorithm a computer program is set up with TURBO PASCAL 6.0 
language 

1. INTRUDUCTION 

Parametric transverse vibration of continuous beam with intermediate elastic supports under 
the action of moving body has been mentioned in some works such as [1, 3, 4]. In this text the 
method of substructures [2] is applied for establishing the vibration equation of beam under the 
action of moving body. Later an algorithm is built to solve the vibration equation received. From 
this algorithm a computer program is set up with TURBO PASCAL 6.0 language. 

2. SETTTING UP THE VIBRATION EQUATION 

Consider a continuous beam with ng intermediate elastic supports and span f.. Suppose that 
its mass of length unit is pF and bending rigidity EJ is constant on all of its length. Here p is 
mass density, F .. cross sectional area, E ... elastic module, J ..... moment of inert~a. Ci and l;, are 
called (i = 1, ... , ng) respectively rigidity and coordinate of intermediate elastic supports i. 

The body consists of mass m attached to the spring system with rigidity k and a damper 
system d directly proportional with velocity. Body moves with velocity v and bears the action 
of force G sin flt caused by the disequilibrium mass which rotates with angle speed fl. Here G is 
amplitude of force. Besides it is supposed that during all the moving time, body is not separated 
from the beam (fig. 2.1). 
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To divide the system into two substructures: body and beam (fig. 2.2) 

Fig. 1!.1! 

Substructure 2 is tonsidered a simple one bearing the following forces: 
1. Pressure P, (x, z, t) ofload on beam 

P,(x, z, t) = [mg + Gsin Ot- (mz + dz + kz)[S(x- vt) 

in which g- gravity acceleration, S(x) -Dirac delta function 
2. Reactive force Pg (t) of elastic supports 

ng 

P.(t) = - L CiW(l;, t)S(x -!;) 
i=l 

Total force system is 
P(x, z, t) = P,(x, z, t) + Pg(t) 

The equation describing beam vibration including internal friction is 

(
a•w a•w) (a2w aw) 

EJ ax• +a ax•at + pF at2 +{I at = P(x, z, t) 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

in which a and f3 are constants characterizing for internal friction of beam. Substructure 1 bears 
the action of force P~(t) from the beam. 

P~(t) = dW0 (t) + kW,(t) (2.5) 

Here W0 (t) and W, (t) are deplacement and velocity of deplacement of beam at the contact position 
between body and beam. Besides it bears actions of gravity force mg a.nd force G sin flt. Thus 
total force system P'(t) acts on the body is 

P'(t) = mg + G sin!lt + dW0 (t) + kW,(t) 

The equation describing vibration of body has following form: 

mz + dz + kz = mg + Gsin!lt + dW0 (t) + kW,(t) 

From that we have the equation system describing vibration of system 

(
a•w a

5
w) (a2w aw) 

GJ ax• +a ax•at + pF at• +flat = P(x, z, t) 
mz + dz + kz = mg + Gsin!lt + dW0 (t) + kW0 (t) 
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(2.6) 

(2.7} 

(2.8) 

(2.9} 



with border condition 

x=O; W(O,t)=O; 

. x=l; W(l,t) =0; 

a2 W(O, t) = 
0 ax2 

a2 W(l,t) = 
0 ax2 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

This is equation system mixed of ordinary differential and particular differential. To solve it 
we transform it into ordinary differential equation system 

3. TRANSFORMATION INTO 
ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION SYSTEM 

We will find solution of (2.8) under the form 

n 

W(x, t) = L q,(t) sin(rn/l) 
r=l. 

in which q,(t) are generalized coordinates we must determine. From (3.1) we have 

n 

W,(t) = W('J,t) = L q,(t) sin(r,.'l/l) 

n n 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

W,(t) = W('J,t) = L q,(t) sin(r1r'J/l) + (1rvjl) L rq,(t) cos(r .. 'J/l) (3.3) 
r=l r=l 

aa~ = t q,(t) sin(r .. x/l) 
>=1 

a2w n . 
at2 = L q,(t) sin(rn/i) 

r==l 

a•w n a.,• = E(r .. ;eJ•q,(tJ sin(rn/iJ 
r==l 

asw n 

a •a = L(r .. /l)4 .j,(t) sin(r .. :c/l) 
Z t r==l 

Replace (3.4) to (2.8) and set 

we have 
n 

b, = [EJa(r .. /l) 4 + pF(3]jpF 

e, = EJ(r .. /l) 4 /pF 

L {q,(t) + b,q,(t) + e,q,(t)} sin(r.-a:/l) = (1/pF)P(x, z, t) 
r=l 

(3.4) 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

Integrate two member of (3.8) from 0 to l after having multified them by sin(s .. x/l) and 
noticing that 

l I sin2(s.-x/l)dx = ~; 
0 

l I sin(r.-x/l) sin(s .. xjl)dx = 0 with s ~ r 
0 
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we have 

t 

q,(t) +b,q,(t) + e,q,(t) = :F J P(x, z, t) sin(sn/t)dx (s = 1, ... , n) {3.9) 

Set 

0 

2 ng 

"" = nLc,sin(r .. t;ft)sin(s,.t;ftl 
p 1=1 

f,(t) = p~t(mg+Gsin0t)sin(s7rvtft) 
m,(t) ={2m/ pFt) sin(s7rvtjt) 

a,(t) = (2d/ pFt) sin(s.rvtft) 

h,(t) = (2kfpFt)sin(s.rvtft) 

and integrate the right member of (3.9) equation we receive 

1 ng 
2
F J P(x,z, t)sin(snft)dx = f,(t)- m,(t)i- a,(t)i- h,(t)z- I; u"q,(t) 

tp 0 •=1 

To replace this result in (3. 9) and introduce symbols 

we ha.ve 

ng 

ij, + m, (t)ijn+l + b,q, + a,(tJ.in+l + e,q, + L u,.q, + h,(t)qn+l = f, (t) (s = 1, ... , n) {3.10) 
r=l 

As to (2.9) equation, after replacing w., W, by expression calculated from (3.3) and introduce 
following function 

we can write 

p,(t) = -(d/m) sin(r7rvt/t) 

Pn+! = d/m 
7,(t) = -[dr.rvfmt) cos(r7rvtjt) + (k/m) sin(r.rvtjt) 

1n+1 = k/m 
fn+!(t) = g+ (Gfm)sin(Ovtjt) 

n n+l 

iin+l = fn+l (t) - L p,q, - I: 7,q, 
r=l r=l 

(3.11) 

(3.12) 

Replace (3.12) in (3.10), after some changes the equation system mixed of ordinary differential 
and particular differential (2.8), (2.9) will be reduced into following ordinary differential equation 
system. 
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n 

ij, = L m,f3rg,- b,g, + (m,.Bn+l- a,)<in+l 
r=l 

n 

+ L(m,'fr- uro)q,- e,q, + (m,'Yn+l- h,)qn+l + (!,- m,fn+I) (s = 1, ... , n) 
r=l 

n n+I 

iin+l = - L .Br4r - L 'Yrqr + fn+l (t) (3.13) 
r=l r:::l 

or we can write matrix form 

(3.14) 

in which Jl., C are square matrix of (n + 1) X (n + 1) degree; q, ~, q, fare column vectors with 
n + 1 elements 

[

(ml.Bl- br) 
m-,,82 

B= : - . 
mn.Bl 
-.81 

m1.Bn (m1.Bn+1- a1) l 
m,f3n (m,.Bn+! - a2) 

(mnf3~- bn) (mn.Bn;l- an) 
-.Bn -f3n+l 

C = [(m{~~~ ~l~:J') 

(mn'Yl- "In) 
-'Yl 

(mn2- u21) 
(m-,'12- u22- e2) 

(mnn - Unr} (ml'Yn+l- h1) l 
(mo'Yn- Un2) (m2'Yn+1 - h2) 

(mn'Yn- Unn- •n) (ml'Yn;l- hn) 
-"'n -"Yn+l 

(3.15) 

Solving the (3.14) we find out generalized coordinates q, then replacing in (3.1) we will deter
mine the dynamic flexure W(x, t) 

Dynamic stress is calculated by the formula 

EJ a2W(x t) EJr2 or2 n 
u(x,t)=-M a; = i.2M Lqr(t)sin(rorx/l) 

ku X ku r=l 
(3.16) 

In which Mku is against-flexing moment of beam 

4. B.EAM PROGRAM AND CALCULATING EXAMPLE 

Based on this algorithm, we have built calculating program BEAM by Turbo Pascal 6.0 
language. The program can be operated on every PC suitable to IBM PC. Results are both 
showed on drawing display and printed clearly in the printer. ·communication with the user by 
menu is very flexible. 
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Using this programJ we have calculated many series of examples which give rather exact 
results. Here under is an example. 

Calculating model is drawn on figure 4.1 with following data t = 32000.00mm; pF = 10kg/mm; 
Mku = 1400000000000 n.mm.mm; a = 0; f3 = 0.001; ng = 3; t, = 8000mm; G, = 17160000 
N/mm; f., = 16000mm; C2 = 17000000 Njmm; is = 24000mm; G3 = 17000000 Njmm; 
v = 10000mm/s; m =·lOOOOkg; d = llON.s/mm; g = 9800 mm/s2

; 11 = 2.5 Rad/s; G = 5mm; 
n=4. 

Tinle in which the body passes through beam is devided into 100 points of time and studying 
32 sections of beam. 

Tinle point 15 Tinle point 38 Tinle point 63 Time point 90 

W max 0.20297090 mm 1.55595175 mm 1.46113285 mm 3.13275450 mm 

X 

w 

Fig .• j.l 

Figure 4.2 shows the dynamic Jlexure of beam at 4 times points 15, 38, 63 and 90. 

Fig. ~.e 
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5. CONCLUSION 

Applying the method of separating structure has established the equation system of bending 
of continuous beam with elastic intermediate supports under the action of moving body and set 
up at the same time the algorithm and one computing program (BEAM). The BEAM program 
can be used for calculating bridges bearing moving load. 

This publication is completed with financial support from the National Basic Research Pro
gram Natural Sciences. 
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DAO D¢NG u6N THAM s6 ctl"A DAM LIEN TVC TREN GOI 

DAN HOI TRUNG GIAN DU6I TAC DVNG COA v 4T THE DI D¢NG 

Trong bai nay ap d'1ng phllang phap cac cO:u true con (substructurs) [2) da thie't l~p phU'ang 
trinh dao d<}ng clia d1im d>roi tac d11ng cua v~t tM di d<}ng. Tie'p theo da xay dJlng thu(lt toan 
d~ gi!i h~ phllang trlnh dao d<}ng nMn dU'gc. Til' thu~t toan nay m<}t chU'c:Jng trlnh may tlnh da 
d117< l~p bhg ngon ngir TURBO PASCAL 6.0. 
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